
Sensory Cube
BJ-EMSC
Roll the die and change it all!

Sensory Cube is a wireless colored die that allows you to control 
your multi-sensory room and all the light devices you have in it,
both individually (one by one) or in combination (all at once).

This die serves both to control all our light devices (Luminea)
individually, as well as to change all the devices of the room at
the same time, including the audiovisual scenes included in the SHX
System. Being wireless makes it very easy to include it in your
sensory room whenever you want as it does not require a complicated
installation.

Change the colors of the light!  
Change the colors of any of our light devices (Luminea) by rolling
the die. If you roll the yellow, the colors of your bubble tube  will
change into yellow, and so on... Complement it by playing with the 
Luminea App.

When a user changes the colors of the tube, the fiber, or the entire 
sensory room, they feel the protagonists, participate more and have
more fun. This element is ideal for the educational and 
rehabilitative functions in sensory stimulation in a more direct,
close and active way.

Change the scenes in your SHX
room!
Control your entire SHX Room with a die. Roll the dice and let it
turn the roo into a new environment. Shoot images, videos, sound, 
vibration and other immersive effects that will surround you. Let the
dice decide how the room is going to look like next. Users have more
fun, participate, interact and feel the protagonists of this
immersive experience.

https://bjliveat.com/377-luminea
https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system
https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system
https://bjliveat.com/377-luminea
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/773-luminea-app.html
https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system


These activities favor: Cause-effect, joint attention, fine motor skills,
proprioception, choice, memory, turn management, symbolic play,
association, communication, social skills.

Find out more about SHX Rooms and the authentic immersive
experience by clicking here.

Find other ways to control your
sensory room
You can control the light devices individually or your entire room
with other controllers such as: a 6-button remote, a wireless mat, the 
switch you prefer, the look, the voice, any object you want, or
download the Luminea App for free to control the various elements.

Ask us for free design
project!
You imagine and we create! Ask us for a free design project for a
sensory room that adapts to your needs, available space and
therapeutic goals. Send us your contact data and one of our
specialists will contact you to design a complimentary design
project for you.

        

SHX System Compatible
Compatible with Luminea
Simple setup:

On the back there is a button to indicate which
device is controlled
A long press deactivates inputs

Available sizes: 25 x 25 or 40 x 40 cm

https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system
https://bjliveat.com/shx-system/796-button-6.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/829-sensory-step.html
https://bjliveat.com/shx-system/811-button-1.html
https://bjliveat.com/home/771-magic-table.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/773-luminea-app.html


Materials

The vinyl materials we use in our products are designed to meet the
strictest market requirements.

Antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.
Abrasion resistant.
Resistant to human sweat and saliva, urine and blood.
Total weight: 620 gr/m2
Thickness: 0.5mm - 1 mm
Complies with REACH regulation
Fire-resistant: M2 classification
Complies with EN71-3 toy safety.
Highly resistant to the sun.

Foams

All the foam we use in our products, both polyurethane and
polyethylene, are standardized and comply with the strictest
European technical and environmental regulations.
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